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Abstract

The profusion of online resources calls for tools and methods to help Internet users find precisely what they are look-

ing for. Quality controlled gateway CISMeF provides such services for health resources. However, the human cost of

maintaining and updating the catalogue are increasingly high. This paper presents the automatic indexing system cur-

rently developed in the CISMeF team to be used as such for preliminary indexing, or after human reviewing for the final

indexing. The system architecture, using the INTEX platform for MeSH term extraction is detailed. The results of a

first evaluation tend to indicate that the automatic indexing strategy is relevant, as it achieves a precision comparable

to that of other existing operational systems. Moreover, the system presented in this paper retrieves keyword/qualifier

pairs as opposed to single terms, therefore providing a significantly more precise indexing. Further development and

tests will be carried out in order to improve the coverage of the dictionaries, and validate the efficiency of the system

in the indexers� everyday work.
� 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Internet has become a very prosperous source of information in numerous fields, including health. The

CISMeF project (French acronym of Catalogue and Index of Medical On-Line Resources) described in
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Darmoni et al. (2000) was initiated in 1995 in order to meet the users� need to find precisely what they
are looking for among the numerous health documents available online. As a Quality Controlled Health

Gateway (Koch, 2000), CISMeF describes and indexes the most important resources of institutional

health information in French. It currently contains more than 14,000 resources, and it is updated man-
ually with 50 new resources each week. Indexing is a decisive step for the efficiency of information re-

trieval within the CISMeF catalogue, and it is also one of the most time consuming tasks for the

librarians, demanding high-level skills. However, an ever increasing number of documents, be it articles,

clinical guidelines or teaching material become available on electronic form, and there is not enough time

to index them as they are published. For teaching resources only, although 3000 have already been in-

dexed by the CISMeF indexers, 1500 additional resources are waiting to be indexed, and included in the

catalogue. If we take these figures as representative of the situation for all resource types, we can assume

that a total of 6500 resources can not be included in the CISMeF catalogue yet because of indexing
delays.

Therefore, it is necessary to create automatic systems for indexing purposes. Several researchers

have addressed this issue for the general domain with FASTR (Jacquemin & Royauté, 1994) for in-

stance. Other projects were more specifically dedicated to the medical field, such as the Indexing

Aid Project (Humphrey & Miller, 1987), the NLM (National Library of Medicine) Indexing Initiative

(Aronson, Mork, Gay, Humphrey, & Rogers, 2004), the HONselect (Gaudinat & Boyer, 2002) and

MeSHMap (Ruch, Baud, & Geissbühler, 2003) systems, and NOMINDEX (Pouliquen, 2002) to name

but a few.
2. Objective

This work aims to develop an automatic indexing system that would help broaden the CISMeF cata-

logue coverage while ensuring good indexing quality. The same system will be used as a fully automatic

process (without any human revision) to produce a temporary indexing for pending resources and as a

semi-automatic tool to produce the final indexing. In this case, the indexing produced by the automatic sys-
tem will be revised by a human indexer. The ultimate goal is to reduce the indexing delays by replacing the

current fully manual indexing by semi-automatic indexing.

In fully automatic mode, the system performance is evaluated by comparison to manual indexing

which stands as the reference indexing. In the evaluation of the NOMINDEX system conducted in

2001 on a representative sample of CISMeF resources (Pouliquen, 2002), the noise rate was found

much too high by the indexers who reckoned revising the automatic indexing of the system took much

longer than producing a fully manual indexing from scratch. This was partly due to the fact that

NOMINDEX was not fully adapted to the CISMeF indexing standards. Therefore, the new system
should be compliant with the current CISMeF manual indexing criteria, and keeping the noise rate

as low as possible will be a chief concern, as long as the most relevant keywords are retrieved from

a resource.

Our goal is to succeed in producing as accurate and reliable an indexing as possible with the fully auto-

matic system, so that little time will be required for the human revision. Hence, whereas existing automatic

indexing systems in the medical field are able to retrieve keywords and qualifiers separately, we shall focus

our efforts on the extraction of keyword/qualifier pairs from the resources, as this novel feature is an impor-

tant step towards the most accurate indexing.
The resources to be indexed in CISMeF are very heterogeneous in terms of content type (guidelines,

patient information, . . .) and size. In the experiment presented in this paper, we have selected a collection
of representative diabetes related resources which size ranged from a couple of pages for patient informa-

tion to 100 pages for guidelines.
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3. Indexing health resources

3.1. CISMeF manual indexing policy

The 14,000 resources currently referenced in CISMeF have been indexed manually by five medical index-
ers according to very specific criteria, based on those used in the Medline database, and described in (Dail-

land, Leuthereau, & Vallée, 2003).

In order to build a system compliant with all CISMeF manual criteria, we first focused on producing a

thorough description of the indexing policies and practices as recommended by Milstead (1992).

Each resource is indexed with a list of terms (keywords or keyword/qualifier pairs) taken from the MeSH

(Medical Subject Headings), which is the reference thesaurus developed by the US NLM for the bio-med-

ical domain. As CISMeF deals with resources in French, the French translation of the MeSH produced and

maintained by the French Medlars Center, the National Institute for Health and Medical Research
(INSERM) is used.1

The MeSH 2004 contains approximately 22,600 hierarchically arranged keywords and 84 qualifiers that

can be coordinated to the keywords, in order to refer to particular aspects of a subject. Hence, it is more

accurate to produce an indexing based on keyword/qualifier associations, rather than single terms. For in-

stance, if a resource details the various methods used for the diagnosis of a given disease, it is more relevant

to index this resource with the pair <disease D/diagnosis> than with the single keyword <disease D>. This

way, users who need other information related to disease D will know that they have to look in another

resource.
In order to be more accurate in describing the resource that is being indexed, a major weight is allocated

by the CISMeF indexers to keywords (or keyword/qualifier pairs) representing a concept that is detailed or

dealt with in the whole article. A minor weight will be allocated to the keywords (or pairs) representing a

concept that is only mentioned or treated in a small section. For instance, if a resource discusses nutrition

for patients with type 1 diabetes, <diabetes mellitus, type I> and <diabetic diet> would be major keywords

as <diabetic diet> is the main, central topic of the resource, and <diabetes mellitus, type I> is the specific

context of the statement. On the other hand, <energy intake> or <diet, fat-restricted> would be minor key-

words if the concept they represent are discussed at some point, but they are not the most detailed topics of
the resource. In summary, major keywords should be the ones that spring to mind as an answer to the ques-

tion: in a nutshell, what is the resource about? Minor keywords complement this description of resource

content.

Indexing also takes check tags into account. Check tags are MeSH keywords singled out as priority

indexing terms, to remind indexers to include information about patients or subjects of an experiment when

mentioned in the resource. CISMeF uses all the human medicine related check tags.

Furthermore, the size of the index also referred to as the exhaustivity variable by Anderson and Pérez-

Carballo (2001) is different for every resource. Depending on how dense a resource content is, or how
detailed a description the user would expect for a given resource, the indexer chooses to use few or many

keywords (or pairs) to describe it. This practice reflects the findings of Soergel (1985) and Lancaster (1998)

who insist on the user-oriented aspect of the indexing task. For instance, few keywords (or pairs) are really

necessary to describe a hospital website, as one already knows what to expect from this type of resource: a

description of the facilities, location, contact details for the various health-care departments, and so on. If

special features such as medical articles are also offered, they may be indexed independently. On the other

hand, up to several dozens keywords (or pairs) may be required to index a clinical guideline. In fact, in addi-

tion to being usually quite lengthy (up to a few hundred pages), these resources are systematically developed
1 cf. http://disc.vjf.inserm.fr:2010/basimesh/mesh.html.

http://disc.vjf.inserm.fr:2010/basimesh/mesh.html
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statements designed to help practitioners and patients decide on appropriate healthcare for specific clinical

conditions and/or circumstances. Each particular condition or circumstance and the corresponding recom-

mended steps for diagnosis and adapted treatment are detailed. Hence, the indexing must reflect it by using

the keywords (or pairs) relevant to every case, so that users looking for information on one of these con-
ditions or circumstance shall be able to retrieve this specific resource. Although long resources are likely to

be denser in content than shorter ones, it must be noted that resource length is not the only variable influ-

encing the size of the index. It is not possible to set a fixed exhaustivity rate such as ‘‘1 keyword (or pair) per

300 words’’ since the number of topics discussed in any three-hundred-word resource is different from one

resource to another. In summary, the size of the index depends mainly on the resource type, the length of

the resource, and the number of topics covered in the resource.

All the features described above have to be modelled into the indexing system. We are now going to

detail how we plan to achieve this in our experimental system.
3.2. CISMeF automatic indexing system

‘‘[T]here is a two step process in human indexing: (1) the analysis of a text, (. . .) and (2) the translation of
this notion (. . .) into the indexing language (. . .). Most of the rules regarding indexing, cataloguing, and
classification relate to the second step’’.

Anderson and Pérez-Carbollo�s (2001, p. 247) description of human indexing sums up the steps that were
modelled in the CISMeF Indexing System. After an overview of the system architecture (Section 3.2.1), we
give a detailed presentation of the indexing steps:

Resource analysis consists in locating textual elements related to the MeSH keywords and qualifiers

(Section 3.2.2).

Translation into MeSH headings and subheadings is performed by exploiting dictionary information (such

as lemmatisation, synonym relations, etc.) and indexing rules (Section 3.2.3).

Additional rules enable further refinement of the resulting indexing (Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5).
3.2.1. Overview of the system

As shown in Fig. 1, the CISMeF Indexing System interacts with the linguistic platform INTEX devel-

oped by Silberztein (1993). INTEX is a powerful corpus analysis tool, which may also be used as a linguistic

toolbox, by integrating calls to INTEX functions in an outside application. Two types of databases are used

for the automatic indexing: a MeSH dictionary, and three knowledge bases containing information on the
INTEX

CISMeF
Indexing System

Interface 

MeSH & CISMeF 
knowledge bases

MeSH & MeSH
synonyms dictionary

System boundary

Resource 

Fig. 1. System architecture.
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MeSH hierarchy, the MeSH check tags, and the keyword/qualifier association history drawn from previous

CISMeF notices. The development of the indexing system contributed to enrich these databases (Névéol,

Rogozan, Douyère, & Darmoni, in press), and to formalize some indexing practices as recommended by

Milstead (1992).
3.2.2. Identification of textual elements

It must be noted that some ‘‘global’’ keywords cannot be retrieved thanks to cues from the resource, or

else at great cost. For example, if a resource presents the results from a study conducted in France, and

from similar studies conducted in Germany and Sweden, the appropriate MeSH keyword would be the

‘‘global’’ keyword <comparative study>. Although this reasoning is very basic for a human indexer, it

proves more difficult to have it performed automatically. However, most keywords can still be inferred

from textual elements within the resource. Accordingly, the first step of the indexing algorithm consists
in the identification of textual elements considered as useful for the indexing, which are listed in a compre-

hensive MeSH dictionary. These textual elements may be MeSH terms (i.e. MeSH keywords or qualifiers)

such as <sujet âgé> (<aged>), inflected MeSH terms such as ‘‘sujets âgés’’ (plural form of <sujet âgé>),

synonyms of MeSH terms such as ‘‘personne agée’’(‘‘elderly’’) or inflected synonyms of MeSH terms such

as ‘‘personnes agées’’(plural form of ‘‘personne agée’’).

The very large size of the dictionaries involved lead us to use automata for the detection of textual

elements. In fact, automata may be used for the detection of dictionary entries in a text by going through

the text only once. Moreover, Crochemore and Rytter (1994) show that processing time does not depend
on the size of the dictionaries. This kind of technique is widely used in computational linguistics and it is

implemented in INTEX (Silberztein, 1993), which we decided to integrate in our system. INTEX deals with

the DELA-type dictionaries introduced by Courtois and Silberztein (1990).

Several indexing rules have been provided by the indexing expert in charge of supervising the indexing in

the CISMeF catalogue. These rules consist in extracting keyword/qualifier pairs from recurring expressions.

For instance, the pair <DISEASE D/Prevention & Control> should be deduced from the French expression

‘‘vaccin contre la MALADIE M’’ (‘‘vaccination against DISEASE D’’), where we define DISEASE D as a MeSH key-

word belonging to the C or F03 MeSH trees. They are implemented in the system as local grammars, in the
form of INTEX graphs. Fig. 2 shows the complete graph dedicated to the qualifier <prevention & control>,

which includes the sample rule given above. Similar grammars are also used for a comprehensive extraction

of age group keywords, as described by Gaudinat and Boyer (2002). At the moment, a total of ten graphs

have been developed, but we are currently working with the indexing expert on the formalization of general

indexing rules related to all qualifiers. To our knowledge, this type of work has not been attempted before.

We are proceeding as follows:
Fig. 2. Local grammar recognising the keyword/qualifier pair disease D/prevention & control in a French text.
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� In an interview, the knowledge engineer (AN) helps the indexing expert to describe how the use of a par-
ticular qualifier arises. Together, they look through precise examples (drawn from the CISMeF data-

base) where the qualifier has been used for the indexing of a resource. They try to identify a pattern

in the resources, or a recurring situation leading to the indexing process.

� The knowledge engineer analyses the interview material and writes a formal summary of the indexing
rules that were described, to be validated by the indexing expert.

The knowledge engineer finds a technical solution to effectively implement the rules in the system.

We estimate that approximatively one working day is necessary to carry out the description of one qual-

ifier, and implement it in the system.

3.2.3. Mapping to MeSH terms and use of knowledge bases

The second step consists in mapping the textual elements to the corresponding standard MeSH keywords
or qualifiers, in order to create a list of MeSH terms occurrences including their position in the resource.

The third step will exploit this information to produce the final indexing for the resource. Information on

the positions of each term (keyword or qualifier) is used to infer keyword/qualifier pairs that could not be

retrieved with the local grammars. Indeed, as mentioned for single MeSH terms at the beginning of the pre-

vious section, some keyword/qualifier pairs cannot be retrieved solely based on cues from the resource, and

human indexers are able to come up with them after a global analysis of the resource or relevant passage.

For example, a resource may discuss ‘‘nutrition education’’ for diabetic patients, and detail various aspects

of the diet recommended for each particular condition without any explicit reference to a ‘‘diet therapy’’.
Although human indexers will be able to summarize this type of content with the MeSH pair <diabetes/diet

therapy>, inferring it automatically proves more difficult. In this preliminary study, we have decided to

leave this thorny problem on the side, and to focus on cases where pairs may be inferred from textual ele-

ments within the resource.

Based on this assumption, we estimate in this preliminary study that a keyword and a qualifier appearing

in the same phrase or sentence are very likely to be an instance of the corresponding keyword/qualifier pair.

For instance, in the expression ‘‘complications aiguës du diabète insulinodépendant’’ (‘‘serious complica-

tions of type 1 diabetes’’), the elements ‘‘complications’’ corresponding to qualifier <complications> and
‘‘diabète insulinodépendant’’ corresponding to keyword <diabetes mellitus, type I> will be located, and

associated to form the pair <diabetes mellitus, type I/complications> which is relevant in this context.

However, a keyword and a qualifier appearing in different paragraphs of the text are not likely to be re-

lated, unless we are dealing with a major keyword. For instance, in the sentence ‘‘Elle augmente la durée

d�hospitalisation et le taux de mortalité dès le 30éme jour.’’ (‘‘Duration of hospitalisation and mortality rates
are increased after the 30th day’’) the elements ‘‘hospitalisation’’ and ‘‘mortality’’ will be located. An attempt

to form the pair <hospitalisation/mortality> will fail because this association is not valid according to the

MeSH terminology. Hence, the system will attempt to associate the qualifier <mortality> with the most fre-
quent keyword in the resource, namely <diabetes mellitus>. Since <diabetes mellitus/mortality> is a valid

association, the pair will be considered as a relevant indexing term, which is in this precise case relevant.

Therefore, it seems relevant to try to associate keywords and qualifiers that have close positions within

the text, and when this is not possible, associating single qualifiers with the resource most frequent keyword

may be considered. The prospective pairs will then need to be checked from the list of MeSH permitted

associations.

3.2.4. Score computation and selection of final index

The final indexing is based on a score Si that is computed for each keyword (or pair) i.

According to the consensus among CISMeF indexers, check tags are almost systematically selected: their

score Si is set to a maximum value when they appear more than once. For other keywords (or pairs), the
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score Si is based on the number of occurrences in the resource. Identification of a hierarchy relationship

between keywords (as shown on Fig. 3) initiates an even score reallocation from the father keyword to

the child(ren) keyword(s), so that only the more precise terms will remain.

Thus, if there are 10 occurrences for <diabetes mellitus>, 15 for <diabetes mellitus, type I>, and 4 for

<diabetes mellitus, type II>, the hierarchical relationships between <diabetes mellitus> and <diabetes mel-

litus, type I> on the one hand and <diabetes mellitus> and <diabetes mellitus, type II> on the other hand

will result in scores 15 + (10/2) = 20 for <diabetes mellitus, type I>, and 4 + (10/2) = 9 for <diabetes mellitus,

type II> whereas <diabetes mellitus> will not appear on the keyword list anymore. According to Salton�s
blueprint (Salton & McGill, 1983) for indexing, we compute a tf*idf weight from the resulting occurrence

number, so as to favour terms with high frequency in the resource, that are also sufficiently specific in the

collection to be representative of the resource treated.

For a given resource r, the Nr index candidate terms are ordered by decreasing scores (for a given i,

Si > Si+1) and only those ranked above an adaptive threshold Tr computed with a breakpoint function

are retained. Tr is computed as follows:
Table

Sampl

Rank

1

2

3

4

T r ¼ argmax
i¼1;...;Nr�1

Si � Siþ1

Si þ Siþ1

� �
ð1Þ
Table 1 details the calculation steps for a sample 4-candidate list. The resulting threshold is Tr = 2, which

means that only the two first candidates of this list would be selected for the final index.
Such breakpoint functions are used to detect discontinuities in a given signal (Abdallah, 1998). In our

case, a discontinuity in the scores should indicate a significant difference in relevance for the index terms.

An experimental threshold shall also be set in order to differentiate minor and major keywords (or pairs).

To sum up the scoring process, we can say the score allocated to each keyword (or keyword qualifier

pair) is a function of its number of occurrences in the resource, the CISMeF association history, the check

tag list, and the MeSH hierarchy.

3.2.5. Enhancement of the final index

Another set of indexing rules (�100) is used to enhance the final index. There are two types of such post-
treatment rules:
1

e threshold calculation

i MeSH descriptors Score Si
Si � Siþ1
Si þ Siþ1

Diabetes mellitus, type I 200 0.08

Hypoglycemic agents 170 0.84

Hepatitis A 15 0.58

Blood 4 –
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� NLM rules indicating that single keywords are to be preferred to keyword qualifier pairs when they rep-

resent the same concept. For example, the pair <heart/transplantation> should be replaced by the single

keyword <heart transplantation>.

� CISMeF rules indicating that some keywords or pairs should be used together for a more precise index-

ing. For example, the keyword <appendectomy> should be complemented by the pair <appendicitis/
surgery>.

This set of rules is currently being enriched by the indexers.
4. System evaluation

4.1. Evaluation measures

The system performances were evaluated with the standard measures used in information retrieval,

namely precision and recall. For comparison with other research, the measures of noise (1-precision)

and silence (1-recall) are also used. The F-measure was also computed, giving an equal weight to both pre-

cision and recall (Manning & Schütze, 1999). All measures were computed after the retrieval of each new

keyword (or pair). At this stage, we evaluate the performance of the fully automatic system (without human

review). The automatic indexing produced by the system is compared to the manual indexing produced for

the same resource by a human indexer. This procedure evaluates how well the system is able to reproduce
the current manual indexing. In the second set of evaluations, we also attempted to evaluate the silence

of manual indexing on specific descriptors by revising the manual indexing with the enforcement of a

neglected rule (quasi-systematic selection of Check Tags).

We have used both the Mc Nemar test (for precision at rank 1) and Sign test (for recall and precision at

other ranks) in order to assess the significance of the comparisons between the different scoring methods

(Tables 3–7).

4.2. Preliminary evaluations

A preliminary evaluation (Névéol, Rogozan, & Darmoni, 2004) of the automatic indexing system pre-

sented in this paper was conducted using a MeSH dictionary containing about 500 entries, including all

check tags and qualifiers, the keywords related to diabetes and their synonyms. This dictionary covered

about 1% of theMeSH, meaning that 1% ofMeSH terms were covered by at least one entry in the dictionary.

Then, a second evaluation was performed on the same set of 10 diabetes related resources (size � 45,500
words or �300 KB) using much larger dictionaries (about 16,000 entries covering 33% of the MeSH), and
little difference was observed regarding the noise. These experiments aimed to validate the automatic index-
ing procedure as a whole, and more specifically to test the method used to produce the dictionaries.

The results (�50% precision after the fourth term) showed that the general indexing strategy is relevant,
and suggested that check tags may not be selected by the indexers as often as they should. Furthermore, it

appeared that diabetes related high-frequency terms such as <insulin> or <blood glucose> were often

wrongly selected by the automatic system, and that the comparatively low frequency of pairs (vs. single key-

words) in the CISMeF catalogue tended to attribute them higher tf*idf scores.

4.3. Further evaluation

The new tests were conducted on a larger set of resources (57 resources totaling �740,000 words or
�5 MB). The automatic indexing produced by the system for each resource was compared to the manual
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indexing available in the catalogue. For each resource, besides the ‘‘full text’’ indexing, we also produced a

second indexing based on the table of contents or abstract of the resource (‘‘TOC indexing’’). Based on the

previous experiments, the focus was on

� Evaluating the manual indexing silence on check tags
� Correcting the abusive selection of high frequency terms
� Assessing the use of tf*idf normalization

The manual indexing silence on check tags was evaluated by considering that the selection of a check tag

by the automatic system was always relevant. For instance, if the manual indexing for a resource consists of

10 keywords (or pairs) and the system retrieves two check tags that are not included in the manual selection,

we considered that there was 12 relevant keywords (or pairs) to be retrieved for this resource: the original 10
that were selected by the indexers, plus the 2 check tags retrieved by the system.

In order to correct the abusive selection of high frequency terms, we computed the probability p(t) of a

given term t to be selected as an index term as indicated below (2). R represents a given resource and IR the

resource index.
pðtÞ ¼ Cardfðt 2 RÞ \ ðt 2 IRÞg
Cardft 2 Rg ð2Þ
The probability p(t) that a term t will be selected as an index term is in fact the number of times t is effec-

tively selected over the number of times it could have been selected.

A set of 670 resources taken from the CISMeF catalogue were used to compute the probability of selec-
tion of 483 terms. For example, the probability of selecting <insulin> was 0.06 whereas the probability of

selecting <diabetes mellitus, type II> was 0.41. Terms on which no information could be collected in the set

were attributed the average probability of selection, which was 0.23. The original score was then multiplied

by the term probability of selection. A similar technique was used successfully by Lahtinen (2000) to weight

index terms according to their grammatical category in free text indexing.

The benefits of using tf*idf normalization (Salton & McGill, 1983) in our case were evaluated by com-

paring the scores resulting from tf*idf normalization and raw occurrences.
4.4. Results

As an illustration of the indexing results, Table 2 presents the indexing obtained for a sample resource

with the automatic and manual indexing. The index shown in Column 1 results from the full text indexing

(the TOC indexing resulted in a subset of these terms—they are shown in italic). Keywords (or pairs) are

sorted by decreasing scores: the first keyword in the list was allotted the highest score, and so on. In Col-

umn 2, a star indicates the major terms. For this particular resource, after the fourth term is retrieved, three

terms out of four were also selected by the human indexer (<pregnancy>, <aged> and <hypoglycemic

agents/administration and dosage>) which corresponds to 75% precision (i.e. 25% noise). Similarly, a total

of ten terms were expected based on the manual indexing, which corresponds to 30% recall (i.e. 70% silence)

at this stage.

Tables 3–6 present the precision and recall obtained on the whole test set (N = 57) for full text indexing,

using each of the features we described previously. As a summary of these results, Fig. 4 shows a selection

of the corresponding precision/recall curves. Table 7 presents the indexing with single keywords, as opposed

to indexing with pairs, shown in the other tables. In this case, a keyword is considered relevant if it was

selected by the indexers alone or coordinated to a qualifier.



Table 2

Indexing for the resource retrieved December, 2, 2004 from http://agmed.sante.gouv.fr/htm/5/5106c.htm

Automatic indexing Manual indexing

Pregnancy *Diabetes mellitus, type II/drug therapy

Hypoglycemic agents/administration & dosage *Diabetes mellitus, type II

Aged Pregnancy

Diabetes mellitus, type II/therapeutics Hypoglycemic agents/adverse effects

Diabetes mellitus, type II/complications Hypoglycemic agents/administration & dosage

Hypoglycemic agents/adverse effects Hypoglycemic agents/classification

Hypoglycemic agents *Hypoglycemic agents/drug interactions

Diabetes mellitus, type II Continuity of patient care

Insulin Aged

Table 3

Indexing with pairs using tf*idf vs. raw occurrences in the score computation

Rank Tf*idf Raw occ.

Precision–recall Precision–recall

1 19.30–4.93 28.07–5.98

4 23.68–15.75 27.19–18.74

10 17.54–27.40 17.54–28.00

20 12.19–33.28 12.28–34.18

50 7.35–42.12 7.15–41.40

Threshold 21.61–19.4 (T = 32) 25.72–19.93 (T = 28)

Table 4

Indexing with pairs using tf*idf and probabilities of selection vs. raw occurrences and probabilities of selection in the score

computation

Rank Tf*idf + p(t) Raw occ. + p(t)

Precision–recall Precision–recall

1 19.30–5.21 24.56–7.98

4 24.56–15.70 27.63–20.54

10 16.32–26.58 17.02–28.02

20 11.23–34.54 11.05–33.40

50 7.15–42.67 6.96–41.21

Threshold 27.02–19.98 (T = 5) 25.12–15.98 (T = 4)

Table 5

Indexing with pairs using tf*idf vs. raw occurrences in the score computation, while all check tags are considered as relevant

Rank Tf*idf + CT Raw occ. + CT

Precision–recall Precision–recall

1 49.12–8.51 59.65–10.04

4 48.68–24.11 52.20–26.51

10 28.42–34.32 28.42–34.54

20 17.63–39.33 17.72–39.95

50 9.81–48.46 9.58–47.62

Threshold 43.68–8.25 (T = 32) 48.47–28.49 (T = 28)
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Table 6

Indexing with pairs using tf*idf and probabilities of selection vs. raw occurrences and probabilities of selection in the score

computation, while all check tags are considered as relevant

Rank Tf*idf + CT + p(t) Raw occ. + CT + p(t)

Precision–recall Precision–recall

1 49.12–8.95 63.16–12.63

4 49.56–24.26 53.07–28.46

10 27.19–33.12 27.89–34.51

20 16.67–40.28 16.49–39.21

50 9.69–48.94 9.35–47.17

Threshold 48.65–28.16 (T = 5) 49.40–24.96 (T = 4)

Fig. 4. Precision/recall curves.

Table 7

Indexing with single keywords using tf*idf vs. raw occurrences in the score computation

Rank Tf*idf Raw occ.

Precision–recall Precision–recall

1 42.86–11.14 28.57–7.21

4 21.43–15.96 24.11–17.87

10 15.54–25.34 15.18–23.93

20 10.18–29.71 10.36–30.89

50 6.24–35.33 6.12–34.76

Threshold 24.16–7.43 (T = 47) 31.52–3.19 (T = 31)
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The last line of each table (in bold characters) shows the average rank of the adaptive threshold (between

brackets, T = *average_rank*) as well as the average precision and recall measures at the threshold.

For full text indexing, scores based on raw occurrences appear to give slightly better results in terms of

precision and recall, especially for the first terms retrieved. The results for TOC indexing are not shown

here, due to space constraints. The main difference observed was that the breakpoint function was not very

efficient on TOC indexing.
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According to a sign test, after rank 10, there is no significant difference between scores based on tf*idf

normalization or raw occurrences. However, for highly frequent terms, it seems that raw occurrences are a

better method to rank terms than tf*idf normalization based on the CISMeF collection. In fact, the differ-

ence in precision was found to be significant at rank 1 according to a Mc Nemar test (p = 0.025), and at
rank 4 according to a sign test (p = 0.008). The difference in recall is not significant according to the statis-

tical tests, but it still favors the scores based on raw occurrences.
5. Discussion

5.1. System performance

The results for full text indexing show that there is a silence of the manual indexing on check tags (Table

3 vs. Table 5). In fact, the recall rate is increased when all check tags are considered relevant. Moreover, the

precision after the first terms are retrieved is also significantly higher, because our system considers it a pri-

ority to select check tags. The check tag retrieval has been assessed by the indexing expert and the system

shall soon be used on all the resources in the catalogue in order to enrich the current indexing by retrieving

the missing check tags.

The use of probabilities of selection induces little difference in terms of precision or recall at fixed ranks.

This could mean that the set of resources used to compute the probabilities was not sufficiently large to
obtain realistic figures. The most significant difference observed when using probabilities of selection con-

cerns the adaptive threshold T, which is much lower. In fact, multiplying scores by a probability, thus a

figure between 0 and 1, has the effect of reducing the scale of the scores, which leads to produce a much

smaller sized index. This is actually not a bad thing, since the average number of keywords (or pairs) se-

lected by the indexers for CISMeF resources was 4.46 in 2002, which is very similar to the threshold fixed

by the breakpoint function when probabilities of selection are used (see Tables 4 and 6). Hence, the size of

the automatic index seems more relevant in this case. Nonetheless, it is impossible to obtain 100% recall for

all experiments when the threshold value is below the number of manually assigned keywords (which is un-
known to the automatic system).

Although the system performance is better, both precision and recall are higher at the threshold than at

the corresponding fixed rank, it is not always set at the point where the precision and recall rates are opti-

mal, i.e. where the F-measure reaches a maximum.

The best results are currently obtained with full text indexing based on raw occurrences, while using

probabilities of selection and assuming that the system retrieves all check tags correctly. In this case, the

precision after the fourth term is retrieved is 53%, which is similar to the results obtained by HONselect

(Gaudinat & Boyer, 2002).
Contrary to the other existing systems mentioned previously, our approach includes keyword/qualifier

pairs in the indexing, meaning that partial retrieval is considered as non-relevant. For instance, if the system

retrieves the keyword <diabetes mellitus/drug therapy> where the pair <diabetes mellitus/therapeutics> is ex-

pected, we do not consider that the system retrieved a correct indexing term. This could induce a significant

precision loss as can be seen from Table 7 when tf*idf normalization is used (compare to Table 3—for

example, at rank 1, the p-value was 0.005 with a Mc Nemar test). The overall precision in the retrieval

of keyword/qualifier pairs in our diabetes corpus was 10.05% for all candidate pairs, and 18.31% for the

final index pairs (i.e. above threshold T, as described in Section 3.2.4). Nonetheless, in the example pre-
sented in Table 2, two out of the four keywords/qualifier associations expected are effectively retrieved,

and two out of the three major terms expected are also extracted by the automatic system.

It is also interesting to take into account, that, according to a study conducted by the NLM on indexing

consistency (Funk, Reid, & McGoogan, 1983) human indexers usually disagree on the terms that should be
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selected to index a text. Consistency ranges from 76% for check tags to 33% only for keywords/qualifier

pairs.

5.2. Future work

We are currently working on a benchmark evaluation of our system with the existing French MeSH

indexing systems: a French version of MeSHMap (Ruch et al., 2003), HonSelect (Gaudinat & Boyer,

2002) and NOMINDEX (Pouliquen, 2002). This evaluation is performed on a corpus of randomly selected

resources (all topics), and preliminary results show that 1/our system performs as well as on the diabetes

related collection, and 2/matches the performance of the other systems. The final results of this comparative

evaluation are to be published in 2005.

In the near future, we are planning to optimize the breakpoint function, and to enrich the lexical re-
sources used by the system:

� Dictionary. We are currently working on expanding the MeSH electronic dictionary from 33% to 100%

of the MeSH by March 2005. In particular, we are using NooJ (an improved version of INTEX) tools

for automatic entry flexion.

� Description of keyword/qualifier association rules. As indicated in Section 3.2.2, we estimate that one

working day is necessary to carry out the description of one qualifier. A dozen qualifiers have been

covered so far. There are 84 qualifiers in total, which means about seventy days of work are needed
to complete the task.

� Further enriching of lexical resources. We shall use the medical lexicon that is currently developed by the

UMLF project (Zweigenbaum et al., 2003), and a set of association rules that were automatically

extracted for information retrieval purposes (Soualmia, Barry, & Darmoni, 2003). We are also working

on the automatic translation of American MeSH synonyms into French (Névéol & Ozdowska, 2005).

The automatic indexing produced by our system on a few resources to be added to the catalogue was

pronounced ‘‘rather helpful’’ by human indexers who were asked to review it before they were added to
the catalogue. Based on this positive preliminary feedback, we have decided to use the system in a produc-

tion environment, and we are setting up an evaluation protocol, which will be focused on the following

issues:

� Effectiveness of the indexing system in a production environment. Once the work on terminological

resources is completed, we will launch the automatic indexing of the impending teaching resources,

and collect human indexer feedback on 1/estimated quality of the automatic indexing proposed and

2/time gain achieved thanks to the indexing system.
� Comparative evaluation. Part of the French indexing systems benchmark evaluation corpus is in fact a

French/English parallel corpus. This will make it possible to compare the French MeSH indexing sys-

tems to their English counterparts MeSHMap (Ruch et al., 2003) and MTI (Aronson et al., 2004).

A user interface will also be developed, in order to allow system customization for the indexers� use.
6. Conclusion

We have presented the architecture of an experimental MeSH automatic indexing system, using the

INTEX platform, and MeSH and CISMeF terminologies. The system is intended as an indexing help

for the CISMeF indexers, and focuses on the extraction of keyword/qualifier pairs, as opposed to single
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terms. The system achieves a precision that is comparable to that of other existing operational systems, and

a recent evaluation showed that there is a major silence of the manual indexing on check tags. The CISMeF

automatic indexing system will be used to enrich the current catalogue indexing with the missing check tags.

However, several improvements, including significant MeSH dictionary coverage increase have to be per-
formed before this tool can be considered as practically effective.
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